
SAGBED

    Frame depths are figured for the size and 
configuration of your pit.

    The shorter frame depth makes it easier 
for gymnasts to climb out of pit - saving 
energy for workout.

    Easier to fluff your cubes from these  
more accommodating depths.

    Foam frame and spring padding to 
protect those out of control pit entries.

    Designed to be loose (SAG) and forgiving.  
No rebound effect from tight tramp beds.

    Weight of the foam cubes causes the bed 
to SAG. This is carefully figured when 
designing your custom bed.

    Cubes do not pack down as easily making 
it easier to keep your pit  cubes at a safer 
level.

    Requires fewer cubes - SAVE SOME $$$$$

    Strong, durable steel springs support the 
bed.

    We will review your pit design for the 
best pit depth.

    SAG BEDS are custom designed to get 
optimum performance from your pit/gym 
configuration.
    By GMR SAG BED  Pit Systems are turn 
key.  We plan and provide for your pit from 
A to Z.  All details covered by our design 
team.

    12"x12"x2" Pit Pads for generous edge 
protection and dense foam for durability.

    Pit Pads custom designed to fit your 
apparatus.

    Custom apparatus can be designed to 
meet your training needs.

    Complete wall padding protects gymnasts 
from rough concrete.

    Metal frame padding protects gymnasts.

    Spring padding prevents step through 
incidents.

ByGMR NEW “SAG BED” SYSTEM

BED SAGS 3’- 4’

BED FRAME DEPTH 2’-3’
BELOW FRAME DEPTH 3’- 4’

PIT PADS SURROUND
PIT EDGE

WALL PADDING BETWEEN
PIT PADS & PIT FRAME

www.bygmr.com
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